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Hk401b gyro problems

Now the famous HK401B is known to have the same features as Futaba GY401. In fact, we guarantee you don't know the difference! No heel drifting, excellent grip features and reliability levels can only be found in gyros over $100. Don't risk your rattles with other cheap Gyro's after
thousands of pilots have proven hk401B to be stable and accurate at different temperatures and helicopters. Functions: Compatible with both digital and analog systems Minimize rudder trim changes caused by wind, other meteorological changes, and helicopter attitude changes are
automatically reversed. Sensor vibration insulation Simple sensitivity adjustment Technical data: Digital relative RIC system Operating voltage: 4.8V ~6V (universal receiver) Operating temperature: -lOL r-.rf-45 ''C Dimensions: 28x26x20 mm IMPORTANT: Make sure you isolate Gyro from
vibration. Use double-sided foam tape and never use rope roads. Vibration damages gyro and impairs performance. Manual can be found in the file section below. Download video Only registered users can download the video. Sign in or register andy | Confirmed buyer dec 18, 2016 I have
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make a mild 3D lovely gyro andy | Confirmed buyer dec 18, 2016 I have one one of my 600 it works as good as qaurk I have a nother 600 i Sport fly and make a mild 3D lovely gyro | Confirmed buyer 10.7.2016 Exellent gyro, and the price is unbeatable. I run it in my 1/8 scale monster truck
and I'm very pleased. Note that you can remove the sensitivity from the rudder feed channel, otherwise compensate more. In Offroad apps, I recommend using double-layered double-sided tape precaution I always fasten the gyro with a zipper (with rather loose tension) to avoid unpleasant



oversensing. Here I share with you my experience with HobbyKing 401B AVCS Digital Head Lock Gyro.  I ordered this online from HobbyKing (see link sidebar) for $11.99 excluding shipping and tax.  There are already two of these, and another series will be commissioned for my tricolor
project, which I approve of RCExplorer's plans. I encourage you to check out HobbyKing for its product description and specifications. The object arrived in a small corrugated cardboard box with a bubble wrap shield. Gyro is packed individually in a small plastic zipper bag with a sticker
label.       This package does not include instructions for use, but can be downloaded from HobbyKing's website. There are also no mounting pads and adjustment tool. My impression is that the HK401B gyro is a clone of Futaba GY401. Although I can't compare performance between the
two because I haven't used Futaba gyros yet. It can be used in pace and head lock mode. There is also a selector switch for digital/normal servo and servo cancellation. Two potentiometer selector are adjusted for delay and limit adjustment. And a multicolored LED status indicator.   I find
the receiver connector case (above the photo, right) to be slightly thicker than the Futaba servo connector, because when I attached it to my Futaba receiver, it touches other servo connectors that never happened on several Futaba servos. This causes problems with the integrity of the
connection, since there is a greater chance that the connectors will drop when not thoroughly set. I solved this problem by grinding the connector housing to a suitable thickness. A digital caliber would help strengthen the dimension compared to futaba connectors. Face label is also a
problem, both of mine already peeling out of the packet. Anyway, it's cheap and what else can I expect. A small drop of glue solves the problem easily.  The connection cables are protected by rubber axings and the housing is made of plastic. I've also learned that there's an internal
soldering problem with this gyro. Apparently, poor PCB soldering easily comes off and thus affects operation and/or performance. Check Out YouTube to see how others have solved the problem using pillow pads and hot molten glue. I haven't tried to open mine yet. I tested my first
HK401B gyro with my T450. After following the installation instructions, I am impressed with the result. He stays stable. I haven't tested this unit for longer flight times yet and I can see how it works once I've completed my tricopter project. I hope I have a bit of information about HobbyKing
HK401B gyro and I'm glad you have questions and/or comments. Support my site by subscribing and always remember Life Should Be Fun! Nniiden gyro G401B (sold to DealExtreme, HobbyKing, xmseller, etc.) requires some changes before use. It's a $20 gyro $14 gyro, so don't expect it
to have the same building quality in the threads of the $150 Futaba GY401  G401B forum reported two major problems: the gyro circuit board is not tightly attached to the plastic case, causing problems for the gyro operation. Soldering connections of a small switch to
digital/analog/normal/reversing mode can break the disc when you turn the switches. Items needed: Hot glue gun (I used a small 10W double temperature gun) A small piece of soft foam – 2.5cm x 2.5cm, about 0.8cm thick (1 x 1.1/3 thick) How to fix: It looks like a lot of work, but this is
actually a 5 minute job: Uns uns unscind the gyro case cover and carefully remove the circuit board from the plastic case. Add the hot glue to the soldering joints (both sides) of the clutch block so that it is securely attached to the plate. If you add too much glue, it will be harder to put it back
(I had to carefully cut the excess glue with an x-acto knife). Apply hot glue to the servo plotters on the board so that the wires are not just in the hands of the soldering machine. Do not allow the hot glue gun to touch the wires as they will melt. Once there, apply hot glue to soldering joints on
two vertical circuit boards. Apply hot glue to each corner of the case and reinsert the board. Press the plate against the glue into something long and thin (such as a small screw guide) to secure it to the plastic housing. Place a square piece of foam when you screw back the lid of the case. It
helps to keep the board in a tight and fixed position. NOTE: Steps 3 and 4 are optional, and some may consider them to be petty thefts. I did them anyway because I didn't see any drawbacks. Gyro circuit board, before applying hot glue: Plate glued and gyro ready to close: Soft foam:
UPDATE 02 /Dec/ 2010: Trainboy64 has posted a nice video on YouTube, which basically shows the same thing: Categories: CopterX Build Log, RC Helicopters Tags: build log, CopterX, electronics Hi guys reading hobby king 401b gyro I came across someone saying there is a 2min fix for
this gyro why??? What they mean or what problems people see. I have one on hk450 and it works well... Removing ads between posts There are quite a lot of things people do, here are the most important: 1) Attaching a circuit board to a case in a better way. The plate is held onto the
wires and a little foam on top. I glued it with hot glue to the corners, helped with vibrations. 2) Add a small piece of metal sandwiched between the servo tape where the gyro is mounted on the heli. So the configuration goes like this: boom block (or where do you want to install a gyron),
servo tape, tin, servo tape and then gyro. I had some drift. so I glued the board and installed it correctly in course mode. course mode. My back is pretty solid for a $13 gyro. Thanks for the information When I got my HK401b, the pots and dip switches had already been pushed down into
the case. I threw some apps at the two corners of the main board. It always drifts so lightly, but it's a $13 gyro. I'm not going to complain. I have two of these gyroscopes, one in each of my TREX clones HK-450 and EXI SE Carbon using a $3 HXT9000 servo in one and over esky digital in
the other. Esky servo likes better, but I can make flips tic tocs rollers and quick things out problems. I was surprised. I made the mods for both gyros. Fly's good and cheap! Sure, it kicks the tail a little bit when I'm trampling on the collective, but for a beginner or sport, flying and learning 3D
(as I am) you can't beat flying cheaply in my opinion. Next, I'm going to build a HK-500GT and use HK-401B with the cheapest of everything! It's all a setup. Build it right. Offer: Originally published by Crash549, I plan to build hk-500GT next and use HK-401B with the cheapest of everything!
It's all a setup. Build it right. I should say that most of this stuff is still life. I thought I'd get the HK-500. Let us know which parts you decide, if cheap, are in the 500. There are so many different combinations of items that can go to build, I just hope HK stays in their warehouse. I've read HK-
500GT reviews and customer settings most people seem to use similar stuff, but I'm unsure of the servos.... Servos.............
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